
 Elopements · Small Weddings · Wedding Shoots 

 Destination Vegas  Rosé  Elopement Photography Package 

 ➔  Up to 90-minute wedding shoot in and around Las Vegas for two; 
 ➔  A bottle of Kirkland Signature  Pink Rosé  Prosecco "Celebration Spray" for the photos 

 (it's highly drinkable, too!); 
 ➔  Use of nylon  pink rose  bouquet during the shoot (optional); 
 ➔  Same-day sneak peak of 8-10 photos from the shoot you can share on social media; 
 ➔  Photo editing for color, composition, and exposure; 
 ➔  Delivery of 200+ photos in an online gallery within two weeks of the shoot; 
 ➔  Rights to download and use the web-resolution and high resolution photos for social 

 media and printing. 
 ➔  A ride in my black Ram 1500 pickup truck from the starting location to a few iconic Las 

 Vegas locations. I'll drop you off at your Vegas Valley end location, whether it's a hotel or 
 a restaurant. Parties up to three can be accommodated. 

 MOST POPULAR  ·  $695 

 Ultimate Vegas Elopement Photography Package 

 ➔  Up to 45-minute wedding shoot at one Vegas location or Chapel (*see below); 
 ➔  Same-day sneak peak of 6-8 photos from the shoot you can share on social media; 
 ➔  Photo editing for color, composition, and exposure; 
 ➔  Delivery of 90+ photos in an online gallery within three weeks of the shoot; 
 ➔  Rights to download and use the web-resolution and high resolution photos for social 

 media and printing. 

 $445 

 Text or call 
 702-767-9248  lastminphoto.com 

http://lastminphoto.com/


 Ceremony + Reception + Wedding 

 Deluxe Wedding Photography Package 

 ➔  Up to 4-hours of photography coverage at your Vegas Valley wedding and reception 
 venue with Chris as your photographer. $300 per hour additional add-on if you need 
 more time. I’ll bring my best lenses; 

 ➔  Photo editing for color, composition, and exposure; 
 ➔  Same-day sneak peak of 8-10 photos from the shoot that you can share on social 

 media; 
 ➔  Delivery of 300+ photos in an online gallery within three weeks of the wedding; 
 ➔  Rights to download and use the web-resolution and high resolution photos for social 

 media and printing. 

 $1395 

 Complete Wedding Photography Package 

 ➔  Up to 3-hours of photography coverage at your Vegas Valley wedding and reception 
 venue with Chris as your photographer. I’ll bring my best lenses; 

 ➔  Photo editing for color, composition, and exposure; 
 ➔  Same-day sneak peak of 6-8 photos from the shoot that you can share on social media; 
 ➔  Delivery of 250+ photos in an online gallery within three weeks of the wedding; 
 ➔  Rights to download and use the web-resolution and high resolution photos for social 

 media and printing. 

 MOST POPULAR  ·  $1095 

 Text or call 
 702-767-9248  lastminphoto.com 

http://lastminphoto.com/

